Road Reflectors

Road Reflector Materials
Constructed from either durable plastic or ceramic, these road reflectors are especially important for making traffic lanes more visible at night.

Colors
In North America, road reflectors have designated color meanings. White pavement markers indicate lane markings on the right pavement edge; yellow/orange pavement markers separate lanes of opposite-moving traffic; and blue pavement markers indicate shoulders and fire hydrants.

Road Reflector Shapes
Our high-quality road reflectors are available in four shapes—square, rectangle, oval and circle—as well as in three sizes—4-inch, 6-inch and 8-inch. You can also choose whether you want no reflector, a one-sided reflector or a two-sided reflector.

We carry bulk pavement markers in cases of 100 for a cost-effective way to buy road reflectors, and we sell individual ceramic road reflectors.

Shop Stop-Painting.com’s pavement markings for additional ways to encourage roadway safety.

Check out or Road Reflectors web page HERE.